
Flyers: IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUIRED
The LA Recreation and Parks Dept is deciding whether to keep Apollo XI Field!

--The City of Los Angeles is working on a plan to “upgrade” the park at Sepulveda Basin. They have put 
environmental consultants Geosyntec on contract to “revision” the park space and provide a report after 
getting the public’s opinion on how the park should be used. The study is already well along, funded in 
part by at least two environmental organizations which would like to take over the flying area.

--Geosyntec is conducting a SECOND survey which includes questions like: 

--”Maintain the model airplane flight field…?”  --or get rid of it?

--”Relocate the model airplane flight field to another valley site?” --with no idea where….

--”Upgrade the model airplane flight field?”  --or are you opposed to upgrades and continued use?

--If you want the flying field to survive YOU MUST FILL OUT THE SURVEY!

--It is easy to do. Go to  Sepulveda Basin Vision Plan | Bureau of Engineering (lacity.org) and click 
on the link  bit.ly/sbvp2

--Please answer at least questions 11, 17, 22, 28. For flyers, most of these answers will be obvious. 
Do NOT pick the “Wildlands” option in #28. It guarantees the field will disappear! Pick none or River Valley. 
For more detail on the potential impact of the other survey questions review the website

--Don’t put this off. The survey may close soon, or unexpectedly and your voice won’t be heard

--Don’t bother complaining about losing the field if you didn’t take the time to fill out the survey when 
it counted. Numbers matter here. Saying that your buddy filled it out won’t cut it!

For questions about the study and its impact on us, contact:

--Control Line area: Valley Circle Burners, Dave Hull 310-977-4502

--R/C areas: Valley Flyers, Tena Homme


